THE DESIGN

At Raleigh, we don’t take bike design lightly. All our bikes are designed for a specific task, whether it be the thrill of Mountain Biking or Country Cruising. Every new model is developed into a prototype using CAD (computer aided design). It’s then put through its paces in a series of gruelling tests. Checking advanced frame geometries, equipment and componentry to make sure Raleigh bikes perform in all conditions and all situations. These tests are so demanding, that all Raleigh bikes exceed British Safety Standards.

THE BUILD

Revolutionary design goes hand in hand with advanced technologies in manufacture. Every frame we make has precise geometries and consistent joints, thanks to the laser tube cutting and programmable welding methods we employ. Meaning our bikes are built to last a lifetime of use.

It’s equally important to make sure componentry lives up to the quality of build. Only the best components make up Raleigh bikes, like Shimano gearing and transmission systems and Gripshift, the latest gear change technology. You’ll find many bikes in this catalogue fitted with Gripshift as standard, providing reliable, responsive and precise gear shifting. Simply put, we believe Gripshift offers so much more in shifting comfort and performance.

As for appearance, Raleigh bikes keep their looks longer. The secret is in the preparation. First we treat our bikes to a unique multi-stage cleaning and priming process, with a special anti-corrosion dip. Then we apply up to four layers of paint. The result is a finish that looks fantastic, won’t rust, and is guaranteed against corrosion for a full 15 years.

Some Raleigh bikes feature ‘Reflex’ - a unique and innovative new paint finish. Its reflective sheen and vibrancy of colour really grabs the imagination. ‘Reflex’ also reflects back direct light such as car headlights at up to 200 metres. So you’ll attract attention by day - and by night.
(Always remember, it is a legal requirement to use lights when riding at night.)

THE PERFORMANCE

For performance, we take our lead from the professionals. Who better to put our bikes through their paces than Barrie Clarke, the current British Mountain Bike Champion and other Team Raleigh riders. Their feedback
has helped shape the new range for 1996. Raleigh bikes have earned respect worldwide. From serious race-proven models to bikes for sheer enjoyment - the Raleigh range suits all environments and all types of people.

THE NAME

Raleigh goes from strength to strength. A name that has dominated the bicycle world for over 100 years, is constantly evolving. Always seeking to better its performance. Setting new standards in design and innovation. Whilst still offering the choice, quality and value you expect from the leading name in bicycles. From Nottingham, England, the Raleigh tradition of excellence continues.

MAKING THE DECISION

This catalogue covers a large section of our range, but there’s a whole lot more of Raleigh to discover. For separate catalogues on the M-Trax range of performance Mountain Bikes, Lightweight Touring bikes or Raleigh’s extensive range of children’s bikes, please call 0800 424567.

The best judge of our bikes is you, so give Raleigh a closer look. Visit your local Raleigh dealer to see the bikes at their best. Your dealer can help you find the model that’s right for you and explain all about Raleigh’s guaranteed after sales service.
MAX

Ready to change the way you ride? Then go for the thrill of the new Raleigh MAX. This 10 strong series will really get your adrenalin pumping.
Radical design, radical looks. Oversized, but not overweight.
These bikes break all the rules. At the top, there’s the new 7000 series Alu models with ‘S’ bend chainstays for stiffness and maximum tyre clearance, plus cable do-nuts as standard. Moving through the series to the dynamic new lightweight cromos and the super strength hi-tensile Ogres.
Oversized frames and forks deliver MAXimum strength, MAXimum performance, MAXimum style. Revolutionary paint finishes in bold new colours are equally matched by striking value.

Designed and developed jointly with Raleigh USA, if you dare to be different, new Raleigh MAX will change the way you ride. Forever.
A bike that's radical and daring. Its super lightweight tig-welded and fully heat-treated oversize aluminium frame and Shimano Alivio transmission give a precise, balanced and lightweight ride.

FRAME New tig-welded 7005 fully heat-treated oversize aluminium frame with 'S' bend chainstays. Taper blade cromoly forks Sizes: 16" 17.5" 19.5" 21.5".
WHEELSET 2.1" Maxxis skinwall tyres with anodised silver Challenger "V" profile alloy rims. Shimano Alivio alloy quick release hubs.
EXTRAS Alloy hinged micro-adjust seat pin. Polished alloy twin-bolt clip on handlebar stem. Satin finish handlebars and cromoly bar ends. Toe clips and straps.
COLOUR Satin Silver.
The MAX Cromo II leads the Cromo series. Its awesome Shimano STX 21 speed gear system and SRT300i Gripshift make ascents and descents a breeze. Matching grey tyres, grips and saddle are a stylish touch to this demon.

FRAME New oversize tig-welded lightweight 4130 5-tube Cromoly frame with ‘S’ bend chainstays. Taperblade forks. Sizes: 16” 17.5” 19.5” 21.5”.

HEELSET 2.1” Raider tyres with anodised silver Challenger ‘V’ profile alloy rims. Shimano Alivio alloy quick release hubs.

GEARS/BRAKES Shimano STX/Alivio mix 21 speed dual SIS - fully indexed gears. SRT300i Gripshifters. Shimano Alivio alloy cantilever brake set.

EXTRAS Satin finish stem, handlebar and bar ends. Alloy micro-adjust seat pin with quick release seat clamp. Toe clips and straps. Matching grey tyres, grips and saddle.

COLOUR Iridescence Yellow or Cromica.

---

It's quick off the mark. It's sure in the dirt. The Max Cromo 1 boasts Shimano Alivio 21 speed dual SIS - fully indexed gears with Gripshift built around a very light, very robust cromoly frame.

FRAME New oversize tig-welded lightweight 4130 5-tube Cromoly frame with ‘S’ bend chainstays. Taperblade forks. Sizes: 16” 17.5” 19.5” 21.5”.

HEELSET 2.1” Raider tyres with anodised silver Challenger ‘V’ profile alloy rims. Shimano Acera-X alloy quick release hubs.


EXTRAS Satin finish stem, handlebar and bar ends. Alloy micro-adjust seat pin with quick release seat clamp. Toe clips and straps.

COLOUR Canadian Red.
MAX CROMO

The mean Max Cromo is new for '96. Its oversize tig-welded 4130 Cromoly frame with taper-blade forks, plus Shimano alloy hubs, and cantilever brakes, give maximum strength, ultimate stopping power and minimum weight.

FRAME New oversize tig-welded lightweight 4130 5-tube Cromoly frame with 'S' bend chainstays. Taper-blade forks Sizes: 16” 17.5” 19.5” 21.5”.
WHEELSET 2.1” Raider tyres with anodised silver Challenger 'V' profile alloy rims. Shimano Altus alloy hubs.
EXTRAS Satin finish stem, handlebar and bar ends. Alloy seat pin with quick release seat clamp. Toe clips and straps.
COLOUR Canadian Purple.

MAX OGRE 21 EZ

Heading up the MAX Ogre range, the 21 EZ has super-efficient Shimano Altus 21 speed fully-indexed gears and new Shimano EZ-Fire STI shifting. As for looks... it's absolutely wicked!

FRAME Mega oversize hi-tensile frame with fat forks Sizes: 16” 18” 20” 22”.
WHEELSET 2.1” Raider tyres. Alloy hubs. Alloy mill finish rims.
COLOUR Satin Blue.
MAX OGRE 15

Go for maximum effect with the Ogre 15's Mega oversize hi-tensile frame with fat forks. Unique 'Reflex' reflective paint adds depth of colour, and an extra dimension to the fun of this rugged bike.

FRAME Mega oversize hi-tensile frame with fat forks Sizes: 16" 18" 20" 22".
WHEELSET 2.1"Raider tyres. Alloy hubs. Alloy mill finish rims.
EXTRAS Bar-ends. Quick release seat clamp.
COLOUR Unique 'Reflex' Silver reflective paint.

Shimano 18 speed dual SIS - fully indexed gears. Gripshift gear changers, a wicked green frame and fat forks...if you love lots of attention, this is a bike you've got to be seen on.

FRAME Mega oversize hi-tensile frame with fat forks Sizes: 16" 18" 20" 22".
WHEELSET 2.1" Raider tyres. Alloy hubs. Alloy mill finish rims.
EXTRAS Bar-ends. Quick Release seat clamp.
COLOUR Electric Cosmos Green.
One turn and you have faster and more positive shifts, thanks to Gripshift gear changers. Turn mountains into molehills with the mega MAX 15 GS in deadly Gloss Black.

**FRAME** Mega oversize hi-tensile frame with fat forks Sizes: 16” 18” 20” 22”.

**WHEELSET** 2.1” Raider tyres. Alloy hubs. Alloy mill finish rims.

**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 15 speed indexed gears. Gripshift. Cantilever brakes.

**EXTRAS** Bar-ends. Quick release seat clamp.

**COLOUR** Gloss Black.

---

A special women’s version of the Max 15GS. With all the same high quality standards and accessories, just different size frames and in Usambara. A great bike to get you noticed!

**FRAME** Mega oversize hi-tensile frame with fat forks Sizes: 16” 18” 20”.

**WHEELSET** 2.1” Raider tyres. Alloy hubs. Alloy mill finish rims.

**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 15 speed indexed gears. Gripshift. Cantilever brakes.

**EXTRAS** Bar-ends.

**COLOUR** Usambara.
Live to ride. Ride to live. You want out and out performance, but not at any price. So ride for thrills with this value for money MTB range. These are fantastic entry level mountain bikes, with superb handling on and off road.

Topping the range, the Activator GS with advanced new suspension technologies gives a scorching performance on the rough.

Elsewhere, a great value range of mountain bikes - with no compromise on components. Raleigh only specify the best - frames that are strong, paint finishes that look good, and wear hard. Indexed gears for effortless changing, wide section tyres on alloy rims and cantilever brakes for extra stopping power.

Check out the range - there are few bikes that can offer so much for so little.

**ACTIVATOR GS SPECIAL EDITION**

The rockiest ride - no problem. Activator GS Special Edition features our Formula One developed MCU suspension system and the latest Suntour Duo track 7006 elastomer suspension fork. Gripshift makes for easy, positive changes.

**FRAME** Raleigh MCU Elastomer suspension frame with Suntour Duo track 7006 suspension fork. Sizes: 16", 18", 19.5", 21".

**WHEELSET** 2.1" Raider tyres. Mill finish alloy rims. Alloy hubs.

**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 18 speed indexed gears with Gripshift.

**EXTRAS** Bar-ends.

**COLOUR** Satin Black

*Also available is the Activator GS. Your Raleigh dealer can provide details of this model.*
**ACTIVATOR 15**

Take the rough off the road with the Activator 15. Advanced suspension gives its performance the edge. Unique ‘Reflex’ paintwork adds style and safety to this challenging bike.

**FRAME** Raleigh MTB frame with “Synchro-Shock” suspension fork system. Sizes: 16” 18” 19.5” 21”.
**WHEELSET** 2.1”Raider tyres. Alloy hubs.
**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 15 speed indexed gears. Gripshift.
**EXTRAS** Bar-ends.
**COLOUR** Unique Reflex Granite.

---

**STRATOS**

Sharp looks from the Stratos 18 with its matching grey tyres, grips and saddle. And sharp gear changes with Gripshift. Stratos 18 also features Bar ends for different riding positions.

**FRAME** Raleigh MTB frame with ‘energiser seat stays’. Sizes: 16” 18” 19.5” 21” 23”.
**WHEELSET** 2.1”Raider tyres. Alloy mill finish rims. Alloy hubs.
**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 18 speed - indexed gears. Gripshift. Cantilever brakes.
**EXTRAS** Bar-ends. Matching grey tyres and grips.
**COLOUR** Canadian Indigo.

---

**BOULDER**

Ride on the rocky side with Boulder. ‘Energiser seat stays’ offer stiffer, flex-free braking. Gripshift makes for easier, more positive gear changes.

**FRAME** Raleigh MTB frame with ‘energiser seat stays’. Sizes: 14” with 24” wheels 16” 18” 19.5” 21” 23” with 26” wheels.
**WHEELSET** 2.1”Raider tyres. Alloy mill finish rims. Alloy hubs.
**EXTRAS** Bar-ends.
**COLOUR** Gloss Black.
**STRATOS**

Stratos is stylish with matching grey tyres, grips and saddle. Thanks to its Gripshift, it’s also swift on gear shifting. Complete with Bar ends for different riding positions.

**FRAME** Raleigh women’s hi-tensile MTB frame
Sizes: 16” 18” 20” with 26” wheels.

**WHEELSET** 2.1”Raidyer tyres. Alloy mill finish rims. Alloy hubs.

**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 18 speed - indexed gears. Gripshift gear shifters. Cantilever brakes.

**EXTRAS** Painted bar-ends. Matching grey tyres, Grips and saddle.

**COLOUR** Canadian Indigo.

---

**ENIGMA**

Light on its wheels, thanks to alloy rims and hubs. And sporting a semi-raised handlebar for better control off-road - there’s nothing puzzling about Enigma’s performance.

**FRAME** Raleigh women’s hi-tensile MTB frame.
Sizes: 14” with 24” wheels 16” 18” 20” 21.5” with 26” wheels.

**WHEELSET** 2.1”Raidyer tyres. Alloy mill finish rims. Alloy hubs.

**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 10 speed - indexed gears. Shimano thumbshifter controls. Cantilever brakes.

**EXTRAS** Semi-raised handlebar.

**COLOUR** Thunder Vapour.

---

**OASIS**

There’s strength and comfort in Raleigh’s MTB frame with ‘Power Blade’ forks. Stylish Oasis also has thumbshift controls for easy gear shifts and cantilever brakes for sure stopping.

**FRAME** Raleigh women’s hi-tensile MTB frame. Size: 14” with 24” wheels 16” 18” 20” with 26” wheels.

**WHEELSET** 2.1”Raidyer tyres Alloy mill finish rims.

**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 5 speed - indexed gears. Shimano thumbshifter controls. Cantilever brakes.

**COLOUR** Turquoise Metallic.
Blue Ridge puts comfort top of the list with its sprung saddle, supersoft grips and semi-raised handlebars. Gripshift and semi-slick tyres make riding a whole lot easier.

FRAME Raleigh women's hi-tensile MTB frame. Sizes: 16" 18" 20" 21.5" with 26" wheels.
WHEELSET 1.75" Gumwall tyres with centre ridge. Alloy mill finish rims. Alloy hubs.
COLOUR Ravine Haze.

Built for comfort, Redwood is great fun to ride with its sprung saddle, supersoft grips and semi-raised handlebars. Gear changing is made easy with Gripshift.

FRAME Raleigh women's hi-tensile MTB frame. Sizes: 16" 18" 20" 21.5" with 26" wheels.
WHEELSET 1.75" Gumwall tyres with centre ridge. Alloy mill finish rims. Alloy hubs.
COLOUR Iridescent Redwood.
Discover the pleasures of cycling with Raleigh Pioneer. It’s a range that combines comfort with practicality, and all the latest technology with classic good looks. Urban landscape or country trail, there’s a bike for all reasons in the Pioneer range.

With its new semi-oversized tig-welded 4130 cromoly lightweight frame, the Trail has all the strength to tackle the rough. But lightweight wheels and tyres give it the advantage of ease and speed on the road. A genuine hybrid, the Trail gives you the best of both worlds – rugged mountain bike looks and technology combined with the comfort of an active suspension saddle and gel grips.

Let the Trail 21 take you there in style. It boasts Shimano Altus alloy components and Gripshift for lightness and speed. Plus the convenience of a quick release front wheel. Special version available for women.

FRAME New semi-oversize tig-welded 4130 cromoly frame & unicycle fork. Mens: 19” 21” 23”. Women: 17” 19” 21”.


COLOUR Mirror Green.
The ultimate bike in the series, the Trail Alivio. Sporting standards like Gripshift gear changers, Elastomer suspension saddle and gel grips. Plus first class Shimano Alivio components. This is a bike for serious trail riding.

**FRAME**
New semi-oversize tig-welded 4130 cromoly frames & unicrown forks. Mens: 19" 21" 23".

**WHEELSET**

**GEARS/BRAKES**

**EXTRAS**

**COLOUR**
Cromica.

---

The superb Trail 18 is at home on and off road. Alloy accessories make this bike super light and Shimano 18 speed gears with Gripshift mean faster changes. Special frame available for women.

**FRAME**
New semi-oversize tig-welded 4130 cromoly frame & unicrown fork. Mens: 19" 21" 23"
Womens: 17" 19" 21".

**WHEELSET**

**GEARS/BRAKES**

**EXTRAS**

**COLOUR**
Mirror Red.
Luxury, comfort and attention to detail are characteristics of the Jaguar series. Frames for '96 are new lightweight semi-oversize tig-welded 4130 cromoly with unicrown forks. The quality specifications are completed by genuinely comfortable saddles, gel handlebar grips and Gripshift throughout.

At the top of the range, the Jaguar 18G is built for comfort and quality performance. There's all the extras you'd expect from a top bike: Shimano 18 speed gears, Gripshift, alloy levers and sprung saddle. Only available in a men's model.

**FRAME** New semi-oversize tig-welded 4130 cromoly frame & unicrown forks. Mens: 19" 21" 23".

**WHEELSET** 'Town/Trail' skinwall tyres. Alloy anodised silver rims, Alloy hubs.


**COLOUR** Iridescant Blue.

A stylish, elegant bike available in versions for men and women. Gripshift controlled gears, sprung 'comfort' saddle and alloy brake levers give the Jaguar 12 the edge when it comes to on or off road performance.

**FRAME** New semi-oversize tig-welded 4130 cromoly frames & unicrown forks. Mens: 19" 21" 23". Womens: 17" 19" 21".

**WHEELSET** 'Town/Trail' skinwall tyres. Alloy anodised silver rims. Alloy hubs.


**COLOUR** Iridescant Green/Purple.

* Also available in this Jaguar series is the Jaguar 6 available for ladies only. Your Raleigh dealer can provide details of this model.*
Ideal for everyday commuting and weekend riding, Pioneer Classics now have a new semi-oversize stylish frame for a sturdier look and feel, without adding extra weight. Standards like mudguards, an inflator and cantilever brakes add practicality to this great value bike.

The Classic 15 GS heads the Classic series. A bike with a wealth of standard equipment. And lots of extras, including Shimano 15 speed indexed gears and Gripshift for easy accurate gear shifts. Available for both men and women.

**FRAME** New semi-oversize welded frame & unicrown forks. Mens: 19” 21” 23” Womens: 17” 19” 21”.


**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 15 speed - fully indexed gears. Gripshifter. Cantilever brakes.


**COLOUR** Canadian Usambara.

---

Available for men and women, the versatile Classic DL features a super Soft-ride saddle, Shimano 10 speed gears, and the advantage of a rear carrier. A stylish bike finished in British Racing Green.

**FRAME** New semi-oversize Pioneer frame & unicrown forks. Mens: 19” 21” 23” Womens: 17” 19” 21”.


**GEARS/BRAKES** Shimano 10 speed - fully indexed gears. Shimano thumbshifter controls. Cantilever brakes.


**COLOUR** British Racing Green.
The Gents Classic 10 combines uncompromising strength and practicality. Thanks to its new semi-oversize frame, lightweight alloy wheels, and easy to change Shimano 10 speed gears.

FRAME  New semi-oversize Pioneer frame & unicrown fork. Sizes: 19” 21” 23”.
EXTRAS  Comfortable padded saddle. Semi-raise handlebar and stem. Mudguards and inflator.
COLOUR  Gloss Block.

Designed exclusively for women. The Classic 5 combines style, comfort and ease with its new semi-oversize steel frame, comfortable saddle, and 5 Shimano gears with thumbshifter controls.

FRAME  New semi-oversize Pioneer frame & unicrown fork. Womens: 17” 19” 21”.
EXTRAS  Comfortable saddle. Semi-raise handlebar and stem. Mudguards and inflator.
COLOUR  Bermuda Blue.
Chiltern and Caprice are two of the best-loved bikes in the entire Raleigh range. They reflect all the traditional values of the Raleigh name: reliability, high standards of quality and classic design.

Designed with town travel in mind, the City range has a new stylish look and feel for '96. New semi-oversize welded steel frames combined with alloy rims, propstands, stems and brake levers mean more agile handling up and down city streets.

Ever popular and always in demand, the elegant City range holds great appeal for those who appreciate traditional design and elegant styling.

**Chiltern**

The Chiltern is traditional, yet practical. On the men’s model there’s a new semi-oversize welded steel frame for a more responsive ride. On the women’s, a special low step-over curved frame.

**Frame** Semi-oversize welded steel frame (Men) Low step-over curved frame (Women).

Sizes: 19” 21” 23” Women: 17” 19” 21”.

**Wheelset** 700c Alloy rims.

**Gears/Brakes** 3 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears. Alloy brake levers.


**Caprice**

The special low step-over curved frame and alloy propstand, make shopping stops-off easier. An attractive feature of the Caprice Shopper is the handy wicker basket. Perfect for trips into town.

**Frame** Raleigh low step-over curved frame. Sizes: 17” 19” 21”.

**Wheelset** 700c Alloy rims.

**Gears/Brakes** 3 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears. Alloy brake levers.


**Colour** Metallic Orchard.
KIDS STUFF
A selection of pocket money items as well as safety essentials such as helmets and reflective wear.

LEAPING LIONS 4 years & under

HELMTS
Just a selection from the Raleigh range. Features the unique "Dial a Fit" helmet which adjusts to the shape of your head at the turn of a dial. All Raleigh helmets are CE approved.

Youth Sport Rival, 4+ years
Youth Shocker, 4+ years
Youth Street, 4+ years
Youth/Adult Headlock
Youth/Adult Xocet
Youth/Adult Xocet

LOOKING GOOD
A selection of purpose made cycling clothing to make you look good and keep you comfortable.

Diadora shoes - the choice of professionals

A selection from the Radarz range of sunglasses - sport, leisure and kiddies glasses to suit every need.

Trivex II Lightweight race shoe

New for 1996 a full range of ladies shorts, specially cut with monoline chamois for a perfect feminine fit

Poblano - Off-road MTB shoe
Devil II - Off road leisure shoe
SAFE & SOUND
Don't leave home without lights or locks - essentials to keep you and your bike safe and secure

Essential items to enjoy cycling to the full

Improve comfort with Selle Royal gel saddles that contour to your body shape

A selection from the clip on, easy fit, Flinger range of mudguards

Magnum bags are a must for all your travelling essentials, from the smallest travelling repair kit, to all your cycling accessories

Graber Cycle Car Racks transport your bicycles safely

Computers to monitor your performance or just to see how far, or fast, you have travelled

Change your grip or clamp on bar ends for that new riding position

Adult ping bell
THE RAILEIGH GUARANTEE

All Raleigh bikes conform to BS4102 (British Standard for Bicycles). They are so well constructed, we guarantee the frames and non-suspension forks for a full 15 years (trikes one year). In addition, Raleigh also offer a unique 15 year anti-corrosion warranty and all our bikes carry a one year parts warranty. The “Synchro Shock” fork system is guaranteed for one year. See your Raleigh bicycle guide for details. Many of our stockists can now offer “Extra Cover”, an extended warranty on Raleigh products, giving you extra peace of mind and continued worry-free cycling. For more information on “Extra Cover”, or any warranty queries on Raleigh products, call 0115 942 0202 ext 3098 (South) or 3099 (North).

THE RAILEIGH CYCLE PROTECTION REGISTER

To help you should you be unfortunate enough to have your bike stolen, Raleigh can register your new bike, free, on our unique customer computer. You have a much better chance of recovering it if you have recorded the frame number and its specifications for ease of identification. See your Raleigh bicycle guide for details.

RALEIGH INDUSTRIES LTD., NOTTINGHAM NG7 2DD, ENGLAND.
WEB http://www.raileighbikes.com

ALL THE BICYCLES SHOWN IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RAILEIGH STOCKIST.

E. H. GAMMANS & SON
10 Buckingham Road
SHOREHAM-BY-SEA
West Sussex, BN43 5UA
Tel. 0273 452445
VAT. No. 190 2515 80

COLOURS PRINTED IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE AS NEAR AS POSSIBLE TO THE MANUFACTURED RAILEIGH PRODUCT. FOR AN ACCURATE COMPARISON WE RECOMMEND YOU SEE THE ACTUAL PRODUCT ON DISPLAY AT YOUR RAILEIGH STOCKIST. DUE TO OUR POLICY OF CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT, PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND APPEARANCE MAY CHANGE WHILE THIS CATALOGUE IS STILL IN USE.

ISSUE DATE: FEBRUARY 1996. DESIGNED AND PRODUCED BY CROSS HILL CONWELL.